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Direct sticking/sowing to 
reduce labor, decrease 
production time and 
increase profitability

John Erwin
Department of Horticultural Science

University of Minnesota

Direct Sticking

• What is it, and why bother?
• Economics:  Reduced labor 

and production time
• Fresh versus stored cuttings
• Two Groups:
• Callused cuttings (2-5 

days)/Easy to root cuttings (5-8 
days)
• Difficult to root cuttings (8-14 

days)
• Direct Seeding

Unrooted or 
Callused 
cutting

Ship, stick, 
root, ship, 
transplant

Finish

Finish
Unrooted or 

Callused 
cutting

Direct sticking cuttings:
sticking an unrooted or callused or 

cutting in the finished container or a 
‘prefinished’ container to reduce 
labor costs, production time, and 

pest/disease issues.

Although callused cuttings 
can be used to accelerate 

liner rooting, I will focus on 
direct sticking into finished, 
or nearly finished, container 

sizes.

Direct sticking into finished 
containers eliminates the 
liner phase and the cost 
around buying the liner, 

transportation, holding and 
transplanting and the 

transplant shock on liners.

Concept of direct sticking has 
been around a long time!
• Used in the foliage and other industries before.
• Used with poinsettias broadly starting about 10 

years ago and is now common among large 
growers.
• Has recently been promoted by several larger 

cutting producers – especially when selling callused 
cuttings.
• Ball Floraplant – Genesis 
• Syngenta – Cutting Time Program
• Sakata – SunPatiens Series
• Dummen – poinsettia and SunStanding series
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Dramatically increasing labor costs are 
causing producers to re-exam their 

production process to determine if there 
are ways to reduce labor costs; direct 

sticking is a viable option.

Separate from this, producing liners –
often touching plants, shipping and the 

transplanting process can be 
opportunities to spread pests and 

diseases.

The downside. . .

• More space is needed initially
• Plants are often rooted in an environment that is 

not as optimal that can result in less uniformity 
and/or more losses.
• Refilling pots with dead cuttings/plants can be 

more difficult than when only planting liners.
• More spray volume may be needed of PGRs, and 

pesticides initially as you are spraying more empty 
space.

Yet, the general reduction in 
production time combined with the 

cost of steadily increasing labor costs 
is increasingly making direct sticking a 

viable, and profitable option –
especially if you have available 

finishing space.

Direct sticking of zonal 
geranium cuttings can 

result in a saleable plant 5-
6 weeks after planting.

In contrast, the time from 
liner to sale for zonal 

geraniums can be 6 weeks 
for the same product NOT 
counting the liner stage.

Ball 
reports 

that direct 
stuck 

Osteosper
mum are 

ready 
about 1-2 

weeks 
earlier.
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Total crop time savings for a 4-
5 inch pot of Osteospermum is 

2-3 weeks.

If we look at Sunpatiens from Sakata, we can see 
that crop time is reduced from 1-2 weeks.

A wide array of callused cuttings are now available from cutting 
producers.  Note the number and type of callused cuttings available 

from Ball Floraplant below.

Syngenta offerings in 2017

• Dipladenia Madinia™
• Gaillardia Sunrita®
• Geranium – All Series
• Heliotrope Scentropia™
• Lantana Bandana® – All Series
• Osteospermum Tradewinds®
• Pentas – All Series
• Poinsettia – All Series
• Scaevola Bombay®
• Vinca Nirvana® Cascade

Direct Sticking

• What is it, and why bother?
• Economics:  Reduced labor 

and production time
• Rapid versus stored cuttings -

benefits
• Three Groups:
• Callused cuttings
• Easy to root cuttings
• Difficult to root cuttings

• Direct Seeding
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Direct sticking is not always 
profitable. . . . .
• For instance, if you can make continuous rapid 

turns in your finishing environment (middle of 
spring), then direct sticking cuttings may not be as 
profitable as individual plants are taking up more 
space. . .
• HOWEVER, if you have the space open, direct 

sticking is cheaper and offers additional benefits.

Also, using callused cuttings can 
result in rooting in 3-5 days – adding 
a liner phase in (and costs associated 
with it) may more than compensate 

for the loss of space for those 3-5 
days in the finished environment.

Direct Sticking

• What is it, and why bother?
• Economics:  Reduced labor 

and production time
• Fresh versus stored cuttings -

benefits
• Two Groups:
• Callused cuttings/Easy to root 

cuttings
• Difficult to root cuttings

• Direct Seeding

Direct Sticking

• What is it, and why bother?
• Economics:  Reduced labor 

and production time
• Fresh versus stored cuttings -

benefits
• Two Groups:
• Callused/Easy to root cuttings
• Difficult to root cuttings

• Direct Seeding
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If you are just starting . . . . . 

• Consider starting with callused cuttings of:
• Geraniums or other annuals

• Consider starting with un-callused cuttings 
of:
• Ipomea
• Garden mums
• Vining foliage (pothos, bridal veil, etc.)

• Use traditional hormone powder dips (Hormodin
#1) on uncallused cuttings.

Easy to root (non-callused)

• Ipomea
• Pothos
• Hydrangea
• Tradescantia
• Poinsettia
• New Guinea Impatiens
• Garden mums
• Coleus
• Salvia
• Dahlia

Herbs that can be readily 
propagated from cuttings
• Oregano (SD; 10 hr)
• Spearmint (SD; 10 hr)
• Peppermint (SD; 10 hr)
• Tarragon (LD, NI Lighting)
• Sage (LD; NI lighting)
• Rosemary (Warm; 74F)

More Difficult to Root. . .

• Osteospermum
• Argyranthemum
• Hibiscus
• Rose
• Bouganvillea
• Rosemary
• Ivy and Martha Washington geranium

Must haves. . . .

• Overhead watering
• By hand is possible with callused cuttings
• By hand is also possible when cuttings are covered with 

frost cloth or shade
• An overhead sprinkler/boom system allows for rooting a 

wide variety of callused and un-callused cuttings.
• Heat!
• Ideally media temperatures are maintained at 70-76F 

just like a liner (72-75F optimal).
• Reduced Light
• Ideally reduce light to <1000-1500 footcandles.

I know of no herbaceous cutting that 
does not benefit from being stuck as 
soon as possible, however if cuttings 

must be stored, different species 
should be prioritized with respect to 

when they get stuck.
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It is quite common that cuttings are stored at improper 
temperatures upon receipt and often for days that impacts 

the future ‘rootability’ of a cutting.

Early Treatment

• Consider addition of Zerotol/Sanidate to watering 
tunnel after cuttings are stuck or during the first 
watering.
• Place in environment with 1000-1500 footcandles (200-

300 umol m-2 s-1).
• Day 1 – spray with Capsil ASAP (2-4 oz/100 gallons).
• Day 2 – Spray with Pageant fungicide 
• Remay/Saran/Frostcloth can be placed on cuttings at 

night to help hold heat/moisture
• Media temperature MUST be above 70F (72-75F is 

optimal)

If rooting hormone is needed 
consider:

- Dip N Gro (dip)
- Hormodine #1 (dip)
- KIBA (spray; 100 ppm; 3-4 
gallons/100 square feet)

Of these, I believe that the KIBA foliar 
spray after sticking is the best 
because it reduces sticking time, 
handling, and can be the most 
uniform.
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Light
Provide 1000-1500 footcandles of light.  This will often require that saran be hung over 
the crop.

1000 footcandles = 200 umol m-2 s-1
200 umol m-2 s-1 x 60 sec/min x 60 min/hour x 12 hr = 8.64 moles.

Watering/Misting

Great care should be 
taken to keep foliage 
moist the first 3 days.

This can be achieved by 
using a timer with 

sprinklers, running a mist 
boom, or hand watering.

In all cases, providing a 
humid environment and 

minimizing venting is 
best.

Disease Control in Propagation

Alternative Long-Term Crop 
Multistick in Packs – A hybrid

• An alternative to direct sticking into the finished 
container on long-term crops (multiyear) is to stick 
multiple cuttings into a quart, root them and 
perform 1-2 pruning cycles in the quart.
• These pruned quarts would be planted into the 

finished container in August-September to 
establish, or January – March.
• Reduces space requirement dramatically.
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Direct Sticking

• What is it, and why bother?
• Economics:  Reduced labor 

and production time
• Fresh versus stored cuttings -

benefits
• Two Groups:
• Callused cuttings/Easy to root 

cuttings
• Difficult to root cuttings

• Direct Seeding

Direct seeding

• Sow seed directly into finished container and 
germinate in a warm location (greenhouse or 
stacked cart).
• Germination often benefits from covering with a 

frost cloth if germination is occurring in the finished 
environment – greenhouse.  Remove the cloth after 
about 3 days (when germination is visible).
• Alternatively, cover more heavily with vermiculite.

Direct Sow Opportunities for 
Potted Edible production
• Seed of many herbs is inexpensive and are easy to 

germinate.  Although some vegetable seed is 
expensive, it can be easy to germinate as well.
• Production time can be shortened by direct sowing 

and planting many seed per pot.
• In general, sow the seed in soilless media (pH=5.8-

6.3), water lightly and cover with a frost cloth/layer 
of vermiculite for 3-5 days.
• Uncover and grow with low DIF as soon as 

germination occurs (after 3-5 days).

Direct Sow Candidates

• Herbs:
• Dill, Basil, Cilantro.

• Vegetables
• Tomato, Pepper, Eggplant
• Kale, Chard
• Radish
• Squash
• Cucumber

Direct Sow Candidates

• Flowers (generally larger seeds/pellets)
• Sunflower
• Zinnia
• Marigold
• Pelleted Lobelia
• Pelleted Alyssum
• Vines

• Thunbergia
• Morning Glory
• Nasturtium

New Directions
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Can we increase the nutritional value 
of greens/vegetables produced in 
greenhouses to higher levels than 

those produced in the field?

Can we modify the root microbiome 
to make plants root more readily 
and/or be more heat tolerant?

Naqqash et al., 2016.  Differential responses of potato toward inoculation with taxonomically diverse 
plant growth promoting Rhizobacteria.  Front. In Plant Sci., 17 Feb.

Can we use natural plant defenses to 
decrease pesticide use and optimize 

biological control?

Airborne interplant signalling
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Watercress

Root respiration is more 
important than we 
realize.  This is especially 
the case with plugs 
where much of the plant 
mass is roots!

High respiration rates are 
also associated with poor 
postharvest performance 
and difficulties in 
shipping.
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Root Oxygen Consumption by Eucalyptus "Silver Drop" Plugs

Rep 1

Rep 2

Rep 3

Rep 4

Control

Cultivar/Variety Maximum 
Photosynthetic 
Rate (umol CO2

m-2 s-1)

Light 
Compensation 
Point (umol m-2

s-1)

Dark 
Respiration 

Rate (umol CO2
m-2 s-1)

Light 
Saturation 

Point (umol
m-2 s-1)

Yellow 16.3 a 21 a -1.1 a 772 ab

Rhubarb 18.0 a 41 b -2.6 b 847 ab

Fordhook Giant 21.9 b 22 a -1.6 a 929 b

Bright Lights 16.6 a 16 b -1.0 a 749 a

Cultivar/Variety Maximum 
Photosynthetic Rate 

(umol CO2 m-2 s-1)

CO2 Compensation 
Point (ppm)

CO2 Saturation 
Point (ppm)

Yellow 16.9 63 a 881 a

Rhubarb 17.4 67 a 796 a

Fordhook Giant 17.5 64 a 771 a

Bright Lights 19.2 67 a 668 a

Irradiance Response Data

CO2 Response Data

Can we help the 
consumer/homeowner to become 

food and energy producers? . . . 
.essentially ‘crowd sourcing both.
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Example Modular Indoor Home Food and Energy Production System 
Being Developed Additional Resources

• Website:  www.plantgrower.org
• John Erwin email:  erwin001@umn.edu
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